
An e-form is available 
at www.pomurski-sejem.siFair   Green - InternAtIonAl FAIr oF  SuStAInAble 

   technoloGIeS And Green lIFeStyle
Fair date:  April 4th - 7th, 2018  
Registration deadline: January 22nd, 2018

ENTRY FORM AND AGREEMENT

Pomurski sejem d.d., cesta na stadion 2, 9250 Gornja radgona, Slovenia, Phone: +386 (0)2/5642 100, 
Fax: +386 (0)2/5642 160, e-mail: info@pomurski-sejem.si, www.pomurski-sejem.si

Green

A

1. Exhibitor / customer data

Company name *

Street, House number *

Phone number *

E-mail *

Director

Contact person’s mobile phone

Postal code / Town / Country *

Bank account of the firm

Telefax *

Web page *

Contact person

Contact person’s e-mail 

Tax number (ID)Taxable person   YES    NO

Co-exhibitor (Fill in the firms which will be represented at your exhibition space)

Exhibition programme / for the obligatory entry in the catalogue * (enter the specimens you will exhibit at the fair, up to 30 words)

2. We order:
EQUIPMENT FOR INTERIOR EXHIBITION SPACE (please tick)
(partition walls, floor covering and fascia board sign are obligatory for exhibition 
space in hall)

We order exhibition space equipment. Send us an offer.

We will organise the equipment of our exhibition space on our own.
Please indicate the exact address of the stand construction company.

Registration fee and obligatory catalogue entry amount to € 200,00

Logo in the catalogue  50,00 €
Direct sales at the exhibition space (mark appropriate) YES NO
Tax for the compulsory sales permission at the fair premises 10,00 €

*/  Data will be used for obligatory publishing in the catalogue.
1/  The prices do not include tax. The exhibitor pays the taxes.
2/  Permission to sell at the fair’s premises is organised by the fair-organiser. Tax is paid by the exhibitor.
3/  Send a reproducible form for your company’s logo. The size of the logo published is defined by the organiser.
4/  We confirm to be acquainted with the exhibition conditions and to accept them irrevocably and exclusively as content of the contract A.
5/  Please send us the form duly completed, signed and stamped by post, fax or e-mail before expiry of the registration deadline.
 The registration form can also be filled in on the Web-site of the trade fair www.pomurski-sejem.si

 Place and date: Stamp: Signature:

EXHIBITION SPACE

Company name * Street, House number * Postal code / Town / Country * Director (name and surname)

If you are representing multiple companies, please list them as an attachment.

m2 unequipped exhibition space in hall 52,00 €/m2

m2 unequipped outdoor exhibition space 30,00 €/m2

m2 unequipped outdoor sales space 40,00 €/m2

New products that will be presented at the fair:

BUSINESS COUPONS AND PARKING PERMITS

pcs  permanent parking permit each 10,00 €

pcs  business ticket

PACKAGE OFFER 
(offer includes exhibition space in hall, registration fee and obligatory catalogue 
entry and equipment – partition walls, floor covering, fascia board, info desk, table 
and chairs, waste bin)

 6 m2            500,00 €
 9 m2            750,00 €
 12 m2          1.000,00 €
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B

1. Exhibitor / customer data

Company name

1/  All prices of propaganda services include only hire or lease of advertising space and do not include the production of propaganda materials.
2/  For technical connections, ordered during the preparation time (fitting) of the fair, the prices are 30% higher.
3/  Placing of advertising material without written permission of the organiser is forbidden.
4/  Send a reproducible form for catalogue advertisement.
5/  The prices do not include tax. The exhibitor pays the taxes.
6/  We confirm to be acquainted with the exhibition conditions on the back of the contract A and to accept them irrevocably and exclusively as content of the contract B.
7/  Please send us the form duly completed, signed and stamped by post, fax or e-mail before expiry of the registration deadline.
 The registration form can also be filled in on the Web-site of the trade fair www.pomurski-sejem.si

 Place and date: Stamp: Signature:

We order:

40000

40100

Advertising surfaces (rental fee without design)

22100

22110

line  for lights (230V) 1,5 kW (10A) each 90,00 €

line  for heaters (230V) up to 3,0 kW (16A) each 120,00 €

pcs  banner on the hall up to 6m2 each 255,00 €

pcs  banner over the street (0,70 x 5 m) each 255,00 €

Electricity supply

TECHNICAL SERVICES ADVERTISING SERVICES

40200

40300

line  for appliances (400V) up to 3,0 kW each 150,00 €

line  for appliances (400V) up to 5,0kW each 200,00 €

40400 line  for appliances (400V) up to 10,0kW each 300,00 €

40500 night rate each 90,00 €

Electricity consumption for electric current of more than 10 kW will be charged 
according to organiser price. A distribution locker is necessary for the electricity 
supply of 3 kW or more which the exhibitor has to provide himself.

41000

41300

line  water supply with outflow each 80,00 €

line  additional water supply for appliances each 40,00 €

Water supply

All supplies are without equipment (boiler etc).

42100 line  telephone line each   240,00 €

Telephone connections

Impulses are charged according to the organisers price.

42210 line  wireless internet connection each  30,00 €

We order:

22230

22290

22291

22200

22220

pcs  bill-board 1 m2 (standing) each 100,00 €

pcs  flag in the alley each 50,00 €

pcs  flagpole each 50,00 €

22120 pcs  banner on the fence (0,70 x 5 m) each 255,00 €

Advertisements in the catalogue (send the advertisement by e-mail)

Advertising on the Web-site of the trade fair

21090 pcs  banner (150 x 100 px) each 380,00 €

Conference (presentation) hall

43000 day from/to

seats

2 hours 500,00 €

pcs  A4 poster in the toilet room each 50,00 €

pcs  promotional balloon each 255,00 €

83910 distribution of promotional materials at the exhibition  each 180,00 €

Cleaning of exhibition space for the duration of the fair 3,90 € / m245000

logo in the exhibition guide and 
marked space on the map each 100,00 €

21160

21000

21005

21007

21080

21085

21087

21010

pcs  1/1 page (b&w) 148x 210 mm each 210,00 €

pcs  1/2 page (b&w) 120 x 90 mm each 140,00 €

pcs  1/4 page (b&w) 120 x 45 mm each 80,00 €

pcs  1/1 page colour 148x 210 mm each 320,00 €

pcs  1/2 page colour 120 x 90 mm each 210,00 €

pcs  1/4 page colour 120 x 45 mm each 120,00 €

pcs  1 page 2. or 3. cover page 148x 210 mm each 460,00 €

21220 pcs  1 page advertisement production each 70,00 €

21020 pcs  1 insert (without design) each 210,00 €
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C

Company name

The information entered is used to classify the company into the list of activities. Only those exhibitors who will submit the form shall be registered.
Please consider that this information is not the basis for the entry of your exhibition programme into the catalogue.

PRODUCTION TRADING INSTITUTION

 Place and date: Stamp: Signature:

(mark with x)SERVICES

Exhibitor / customer data

8.01 GREEN TECHNOLOGIES
8.02 INNOVATIONS AND VISIONS
8.03 GREEN CONSUMPTION AND LIFE STYLE
8.03.01 Human and environmentally friendly products
8.03.02 Sustainable design
8.03.03 Natural and healty nutrition
8.03.04 Health and personal care
8.03.05 Fashion
8.03.06 Green electric appliances and devices
8.03.07 Rest and leisure time
8.04 GREEN ENERGY
8.04.01 Solar energy, wind and geothermal energy
8.04.02 Fuel cells
8.04.03 Gas
8.04.04 Hydro energy
8.04.05 Biomass
8.04.06 Waste to energy
8.05 ECO-FRIENDLY MOBILITY
8.06 GREEN ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
8.07 GREEN INDUSTRY
8.08 GREEN TRADE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

8.09 HOME
8.09.01 Eco-bio furniture
8.09.02 Green - major and small household appliances
8.09.03 Equipment and materials for cleaning
8.09.04 Purification of water and air
8.09.05 Waste management
8.09.06 Pets and plants
8.09.07 Garden
8.10 SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION
8.11 PROTECTION AND REHABILITATION OF THE 
 ENVIRONMENT
8.12 GREEN URBANISM
8.13 GREEN MEDICINE
8.14 HEATHLY WORKING ENVIRONMENT
8.15 FURTHER



EXHIBITION CONDITIONS
1. General Stipulations

The registration is at the same time also the agreement. It is to be filled in by 
the exhibitor and confirmed by Pomurski sejem d.d. (hereinafter referred to as 
the organiser). The registration is legally binding for the exhibitor and valid as an 
irrevocable agreement. Registrations with reservations are not considered. Exhibition 
terms apply for the application and the A and B agreement. The prices valid for 
the event are stated on the front page of this registration/agreement. Exhibitor’s 
participation is subject to his indication of the exhibition programme. The exhibitor 
may only exhibit objects registered in this registration. By signing this application/
agreement, the exhibitor acknowledges and accepts the exhibition conditions, and 
allows the organiser to process the data provided in the agreement in his data bases 
in accordance with the data protection law, and to use these data for the purposes 
of statistical processing, segmentation of participants, fulfilment of contractual and 
legal obligations, sending of offers, advertising material, publications and invitations 
to events, and for telephone, written and electronic information and surveys and to 
provide the information about the exhibitor to his contract partners. The organiser 
may process these data for 10 years after the last participation in fair or another 
event, or until a written revocation of the permission is received, except where 
the legislation in force provides different terms. The organiser reserves the right to 
decide upon admitting the exhibitor or the exhibits to the event.

2. Allocation of the Exhibition Stand
Home and foreign exhibitors, whose exhibits meet the topic of the exhibition, may 
exhibit at the exhibition. Commercial representatives and importers may exhibit the 
objects of the companies they represent. Success of the exhibition is in the interest 
of the organiser who decides upon admitting the exhibitor to the exhibition and 
allocating him the exhibition stand. The organiser reserves the right to reduce or 
increase the size of the exhibition stand by up to 10 %. The minimum exhibition 
space that the exhibitor can order covers 9 sq. m of unequipped indoor exhibition 
stand, and 10 sq. m of unequipped outdoor exhibition stand. Each modification 
of the allocated exhibition stand should be previously approved by the organiser. 
The organiser may displace or close the entrance and exit doors of the halls and, 
if necessary, perform other changes of the exhibition stands. The organiser decides 
upon these modifications at his sole discretion, always in the interest of the exhibition. 
Should the organiser for whatever reason not be able to provide to the exhibitor the 
already allocated exhibition stand, the exhibitor is entitled to be reimbursed for the 
sum paid for the exhibition stand.

3. Cancelling the Allocated Exhibition Stand
The organiser has a right to refuse the registration or to annul the issued confirma-
tion under Art. 7 of the registration/agreement in the following cases:
1. The time of application the exhibitor is in composition, bankruptcy or winding up  
 proceedings.
2. Exhibitor has outstanding debts towards the organiser from previous exhibitions.
3. The exhibits are not suitable for the topic of the exhibition.

4. Registration/Agreement Termination
In case the exhibitor terminates this registration/contract he agrees to pay:
- Both the registration fee and obligatory catalogue entry if the registration/contract is  
 terminated within 10 days after the organiser’s confirmation.
- 50% of the ordered services if the registration/contract is terminated 30 to 15 days  
 before fair opening.
- 100% of the ordered services if the registration/contract is terminated less than 
 15 days before fair opening.
Exhibitors shall terminate registration/contract in written form.
Date of receipt of written termination is considered to be the date of termination.

5. Registration Fee and Compulsory Entry in the Catalogue
The exhibitor undertakes to pay the registration fee, the compulsory entry in 
the catalogue and to the list of exhibitors on the website of the fair with a link to 
the website of the exhibitor. The exhibitor undertakes to provide all information 
necessary for the compulsory entry in the catalogue within to term stated on the 
form A. Exhibitor’s failure to submit data for the entry in the catalogue within due 
time shall result in publishing of some general data in the catalogue’s appendix. The 
entry in the catalogue’s appendix shall be considered as the obligatory entry in the 
catalogue. Even if the entry in the catalogue’s appendix is not possible because of 
a delay caused by the exhibitor (at the latest 20 days prior to the beginning of the 
exhibition), the exhibitor undertakes to pay the full price for the registration fee and 
the compulsory entry in the catalogue. The organizer reserves the right to shorten 
and adapt the content of the entry in the exhibition catalog, but is not responsible 
for any errors.

6. Payment
The exhibitor undertakes to pay for all services ordered on the registration and the 
agreements A and B. Taxes are paid by the exhibitor. Following receipt of the signed 
application/contract by the organiser, the exhibitor shall receive a cost estimate which 
shall be paid in full in due time. After the service has been performed, i.e. on the last 
day of the exhibition, an invoice is issued by the organiser. The exhibitor undertakes 
to pay the invoice within due time. Legal interests apply in case of late payment. The 
exhibitor can object to the invoice within 8 days after its receipt. If the exhibitor 
objects only to a part of the invoice, he is obliged to settle the undisputed part of 
the invoice within the term and in the way provided by the registration/agreement.

7. Registration/Agreement Confirmation
On the basis of the paid cost estimate the organiser issues to the exhibitor a confir-
mation for the allocated exhibition stand together with the location. The confirmation 
is an integral part of the registration/agreement.

8. Term and place of exhibition
If case the exhibition time shifts, shortens or extended, or if the venue changes, the 
exhibitors are not entitled to cancel the exhibition or claim indemnity.

9. Technical Conditions
The exhibitors shall submit to the organiser an outline (drafts) of the set-up and 
equipment of their exhibition stand. These outlines (drafts) shall be confirmed by 
the organiser prior to the beginning of assembling. The exhibitor shall obtain written 
permission of the organiser for exhibition spaces exceeding 2.5 m in height. Placing of 
propaganda material without organiser’s written permission is forbidden. The exhi-
bitor shall remove barriers, obstacles and unsuitable constructions immediately after 
the organiser points them out to the exhibitor. Otherwise, the organiser shall do so 
at exhibitor's expense.

10. Permanent Passes for Exhibitors
After confirming his exhibition space, the exhibitor shall receive free permanent pas-
ses for the persons working at the exhibition space. The exhibitor is entitled to two 
permanent passes for each application for exhibitors, and one free pass for every 
10 sq m indoor or 20 sq m outdoor exhibition spaces, but not more than 10 perma-
nent passes in total. The organiser reserves the right to cancel free permanent passes 
in case of misuse.

11. Assembling, Disassembling
Assembling and disassembling should be registered prior to their beginning. The 
exhibitor undertakes to respect the assembly and dismantling deadlines. Once 
disassembling is completed, the exhibitor should restore the exhibition stand. In 
the negative, he is obliged to refund to the organiser the damage on the whole. 
When setting up and equipping the exhibition stand, during the exhibition and the 
disassembling, the exhibitor/his executant should above all consider the following:  
- regulations on fire safety 
- other technical regulations and standards 
- all valid regulations on safety at work 
- general working conditions on the fairgrounds 
The exhibitor is not allowed to remove the exhibits from the exhibition stand until 
the exhibition is over. He may leave the exhibition stand before time only on the basis 
of a written approval of the organiser.

12. Warranty and Insurance
- The organiser will not be held responsible for the damage or loss of the exhibitor’s  
 property/property of the exhibitor’s executant (e.g. exhibits, equipment, etc.),  
 occurred by theft, fire, accident or any other reason. The exhibitor insures his  
 exhibits and equipment on the exhibition stand at his own costs.
- The exhibitor undertakes to be present at his exhibition space during the entire 
 assembly and dismantling time, as well as during the operating hours of the fair, and 
 assumes full responsibility for his equipment and exhibits. 
- The exhibitor is held responsible for the damage or accidents caused to the organiser  
 or to a third person on the exhibition stand by the exhibitor himself or by his staff.
- The organiser does not assume any warranty for the vehicles left on the fairgrounds  
 or parking lots by the exhibitor, his employees or people authorised by him/the  
 exhibitor’s executant.
- There is no warranty for the insufficient inscription in the exhibition catalogue (i.e.  
 typographical-, formative errors, wrong translation or failure of the inscription, etc.).
- The exhibitor is not allowed to transfer the allocated exhibition stand or advertising  
 space/parts thereof to any third person. In case of violation the organiser reserves  
 the right to charge to the exhibitor additional 100% of the price of the allocated  
 exhibition stand/advertising space.

13. Presentations
The exhibitor shall obtain written approval from the organiser for all kinds of pre-
sentations he intends to perform on the allocated exhibition stand. The organiser is 
entitled to restrict or prohibit the presentations causing noise, dirt, dust, gas leak, or 
in whatever way hindering the course of the exhibition, in spite of the fact that he 
has already issued a written consent for the presentations. The presentations may be 
performed exclusively on the allocated exhibition stand.

14. Photographing and Drawing
The organiser has a right to take photographs of the exhibition stands and exhibits, to 
draw them or to shoot them on a film/video tape, as well as to use the material for his 
personal or general use. The exhibitor waives all claim of copyright. Photographing, 
drawing or shooting are not allowed without the permission of the organiser; this 
exception is possible only on the exhibitor’s own exhibition stand.

15. Cleaning of Fair Grounds and Exhibition Space
The organiser provides the cleaning of the fairgrounds and passages in halls. Cleaning 
of the exhibition stand is the obligation of each separate exhibitor; if so ordered, 
cleaning may be assumed by the organiser or by an organisation appointed by him at 
exhibitor’s expenses.

16. Right of Lien
The organiser has a right of lien for all the exhibitor’s goods brought to the fairgrounds 
(e.g. exhibits, equipment, etc.) in case of exhibitor’s outstanding debts towards the 
organiser. The withheld object shall be stored at exhibitor's expenses and risk. Failure 
to settle the outstanding debts within 30 days after the termination of the exhibition 
shall result in organiser’s right to sell the withheld goods and to settle the outstanding 
debt and other expenses with the revenues, and to remit possible balance to the 
exhibitor balance within 15 days upon the effected sale.

17. Jurisdiction
The organiser and the exhibitor undertake to settle all possible disputes in an ami-
cable way. If the parties are unable to agree, the venue jurisdiction is the Gornja 
Radgona district court.
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